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This programme is designed to facilitate the
sharing of experience, best practices, and
information among the MSME community, with
the belief that these exchanges can lead to
fresh ideas and new collaborations. We are also
keen to highlight the leaders of new and
established SMEs with the aim of extracting
general lessons from their speciﬁc experience.

After two years of virtual events and meetings,
Perdana Leadership Foundation is happy to be
able to physically welcome people to this debut
PLF SME Leaders Programme 2022 “Knowledge
Exchange for Leadership Excellence”.
Our intention in organising this event is for the
programme to be a platform for active
discussion and networking for the leaders of
micro, small, and medium enterprises. Setting
up and running a business is challenging, and
what with the recent pandemic and lockdowns,
business owners have had to contend with
more than their usual troubles. In smaller
businesses, it is all too easy to feel isolated and
unsupported, and fall into a silo mentality.This
programme is designed to remind business
owners that they are part of a larger community
and can tap into the knowledge pool of this
community.

We thank Yang Amat Berbahagia Tun Dr
Mahathir Mohamad, our Closing Keynote
Speaker, who, although he is unable to be with
us at the event, took the trouble to record his
message for the business participants. Thank
you also to Yang Berbahia Dato' Suriani binti
Dato' Ahmad, the Secretary-General of the
Ministry of Entrepreneur Development and
Cooperatives, for officiating the event, and to
our Chairman, Yang Berbahagia Tan Sri Azman
Hashim, for sparing his time to be our Special
Dialogue speaker.
A huge thank you to our sponsors, Affin Bank
(Gold Sponsor), Pernas, and AmBank for their
generous support of this programme which
enabled us to waive admission fees for
participants. A thank you, too, to the
organising committee for their hard work in
ensuring the event is carried out successfully.
I thank all the participants of this programme
and wish for them an insightful and enriching
day, as well as business growth and success in
the present and future.
Thank You.

WELCOME REMARKS BY

TAN SRI AZMAN HASHIM

Chairman, Board of Trustees, Perdana Leadership Foundation

Yang Berbahagia Dato’ Suriani Dato' Ahmad,
Secretary-General, Ministry of Entrepreneur
Development and Cooperatives and Chair of
the ASEAN Coordinating Committee on Micro,
Small, and Medium Enterprises

accountancy practice in 1964. My Charter
Accountancy practice started with 3 people
- me, my wife as Secretary and the office
boy. After 3 weeks, my wife resigned! From
one staff we grew to 200.

Yang Berbahagia Tan Sri Nik Mohamed Nik
Yaacob,
Executive
Director,
Perdana
Leadership Foundation

3. After eight years I left my practice to join
Maybank as one of its two Executive
Directors. I left after 10 years to set up an
Investment
Bank;
Arab-Malaysian
Development Bank also acquired a listed
company (Taiping Textiles) which morphed
into Amcorp Properties which was privatised
in November 2021. I also have RCE Capital
Bhd, a listed company and recently acquired
a Singapore-listed company, Amprop Global
Ltd.

Esteemed Representatives of Affin Bank,
Pernas, and AmBank
Eminent Trustees
Distinguished Speakers and Facilitators
Members of the Media
Ladies and Gentlemen
1. It gives me great pleasure today to be among
entrepreneurs and the driving force behind
various micro, small, and medium
businesses. Thank you for attending today’s
SME Leaders Programme.
2. As mentioned by the MC, I started my
entrepreneur journey by starting my own

4. With the above Companies – besides
Banking & Finance - I have ventured into
properties in Malaysia and overseas, textiles,
solar & hydro energy etc.
5. In Banking, I started in 1982 with
Arab-Malaysian Development Bank Bhd with
200 staff and now after acquisition and
expansion, we are a ﬁnancial conglomerate
with around 10,000 staff.

From my perspective – there are a few
fundamental things that guided me:
Passion for what you do. Hard work does not
seem so. You tend to enjoy and thrive on it.
Liquidity – cash ﬂow. Whether you are small or
big business, cash ﬂow is critical because
when you are short of cash, many problems will
crop up and lead to business failure.
Positive attitude – “Failure” is a blessing in
disguise. Resilience.
Culture of Excellence – The objective is to excel
in everything – quality, service etc. Success
will be rewarded by proﬁtability.
Leadership – All of you are leaders. Therefore,
you must show leadership qualities of
hardwork, integrity, fairness, meritocracy, etc.
as example to those who are with you.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
The idea for this programme came about when
the Trustees and management discussed the
qualities of leaders within the business
context.
We wanted a programme that could provide
leadership lessons and learning for Micro,
Small and Medium Enterprise (“MSME”), but
with an acknowledgement that the best
learning in business comes from experience,
supported by knowledge.
1st January 2022 marked a historic milestone
for the Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership, (“RCEP”) that took several years to
materialise. It is the largest trading bloc in the
world overtaking the European Union,
representing 30% of the world’s population and
GDP, with a huge market.

There is, therefore a great potential and
opportunities for the MSME growth agenda.
The initial ZERO tariffs among RCEP countries
are already a big step and potentially a huge
beneﬁt to MSMEs.
The programme today carries the tagline
“Knowledge Exchange for Entrepreneurship
Excellence”. I hope that the sessions will
inspire new ideas as well as potential
collaborations, in addition to providing insights
into how other leaders tackle their business
issues and problems.
I thank the Speakers and Facilitators who have
accepted our invitation to share their
experience and lessons learnt. I think between
all of the CEOs and Founders who are here
today, we have about a century’s worth of
priceless hard-earned experience, so do take
advantage of their presence here today to learn
as much as possible.
Of course, this event would not have taken off
without the generous support of our sponsors.
Thank you to Gold Sponsor Affin Bank for
coming on board. Thank you to Pernas and
AmBank for their sponsorships as well.
Finally, I thank the participants for making the
effort to be present here today. It has been
more than two years since we had a physical
face to face event so it is an extra-special
occasion for PLF. Thank you also to the
Organising Committee for making this event
happen.
Here is to a meaningful programme and to your
business success.
Thank You.

OPENING ADDRESS BY

YBHG DATO’ SURIANI BINTI DATO’ AHMAD
Secretary-General of the Ministry of Entrepreneur Development & Cooperatives, Malaysia
Chair, ASEAN Coordinating Committee on Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (ACCMSME)

BUSINESS LEADERS THRIVE
WITH CONTINUOUS LEARNING
AND SMART NETWORKING

Assalamualaikum w.b.t and warm greetings to all.
Alhamdulillah, let us extend our sincere gratitude to
Allah S.W.T for giving us the opportunity to be here
today. I wish to thank the organiser for inviting me
to officiate the SME Leaders Programme “Knowledge Exchange for Entrepreneurship Excellence”.
We have amongst us today esteemed leaders of
micro, small and medium businesses, whom I would
like to especially welcome to this timely programme
organised by Perdana Leadership Foundation. I
believe this programme will provide industry players
with a remarkable opportunity to discuss areas of
common interest, share valuable experiences,
strengthen various linkages and build relationships.
Ladies and gentlemen,
MSMEs Landscape

Bismillahirrahmanirrahim,
YBhg. Tan Sri Azman Hashim
Chairman, Board of Trustees
Perdana Leadership Foundation;
YBhg Tan Sri Nik Mohamed Nik Yaacob
Executive Director
Perdana Leadership Foundation;
Esteemed Representatives of Affin Bank, Pernas,
and AmBank;
Eminent Trustees;
Distinguished Speakers and Facilitators;
Members of the Media;
Ladies and Gentlemen;

As you are all aware, Micro, Small and Medium enterprises (MSMEs) are the engines of growth and make
diverse contributions to our country’s economic
and social well-being. In Malaysia, more than 1.2
million or 97.44 percent of total businesses in
various sectors are MSMEs, generating a signiﬁcant
number of employment at 7.2 million workers and
contributing 38.2 percent to the country’s GDP.
Challenges faced by MSMEs
Despite being signiﬁcant in number, many MSMEs
still face the same common challenges in the form of:
i. lack of access to working capital and the inability
of MSMEs to secure credit;
ii. poor productivity from inefficient processes in
the business as well as unskilled workforce;

iii. low research and development expenditures;
iv. difficulties in adopting technological solutions;
and
v. lack of access to global market and knowledge
networks.
These challenges create barriers for MSMEs to
grow, causing them to stagnate and in the
worst-case scenario, entrepreneurs could lose
everything they have worked so hard for.
COVID-19 Impact on MSMEs
To make matters worse, the COVID-19 pandemic
has brought about compounding challenges to the
Malaysian economy and exposed many weaknesses
in our entrepreneurship ecosystem. MSMES are
forced to step back, reevaluate, readjust and reset
the way they do businesses. Being at risk to disruption, the pandemic has caused MSMEs to suffer
great losses, due to restricted movement, partial or
full halt in activities and disruption of the global
supply chain which brought about an economic
downturn.
As such, MSMEs are forced to accept that this
pandemic has caused changes in consumer and
business cultures. The old way of doing business is
no longer sufficient nor relevant. MSMEs cannot
afford to be complacent, have low and outdated
technology or be digitally excluded, as they risk
being left behind.
Therefore, in order to overcome these challenges
and to ensure that MSMEs recover and future-proof
their businesses, they must constantly upgrade
themselves in terms of skills and knowledge,
embrace new technology and adapt to innovative
ways of doing business for continued growth.
Prioritising New Skills and Continuous Learning
Keeping up with digitalisation
The Covid-19 pandemic has highlighted the importance of embracing technology and innovation for
MSMEs. In the past, technology uptake amongst
Malaysian MSMEs were minimal and most were
satisﬁed operating their businesses using traditional tools and methods, being more worried about

surviving and sustaining the day-to-day costs of
running their business operations. In Malaysia,
comparative studies show that the level of innovation of our enterprises are at par or higher compared
to middle-income countries, but far below the level
of high-income countries.
Post pandemic era, MSMEs need to face the fact that
technology and digitalisation are no longer differentiators, but rather necessities, in order to remain
relevant and competitive. Technology and digital
adoption will help accelerate MSME development in
embracing new norms in business activities, thus
helping them to reduce costs, become more
efficient and increase productivity.
Acquiring critical talent
Lack of skilled labour can be a major cause for
stagnating MSME growth. Just as it is imperative for
MSMEs to digitalise and innovate to stay ahead,
likewise, up-to-date hard and soft skills are a key
attributes for individuals to maintain a competitive
edge. Encouraging continuous learning within the
business establishment will further boost entrepreneurial capabilities and strengthen MSMEs participation in the economy.
Delivering on ESGs
Increasingly, large corporations are putting emphasis on environmental, social and governance (ESG)
aspects to create more business value and ensure
sustainability. Hence, I urge MSMEs to seek the opportunity to learn and emulate relevant strategies, initiatives or good practices undertaken by establishments
that have been successful in inculcating sustainability
principles in their own business practices.
This is because moving forward, MSMEs will need to
seriously address the ESG aspects in their business
models to meet sustainability goals, in order to
remain relevant in the global value and supply chains.
Internationalizing strategically
Access to greater domestic and international
markets provides entrepreneurs with new business
opportunities and creates the potential for growth.
We must acknowledge that in a globalised world,
trade and commerce can go well beyond the physical
geography that an MSME is located in. The government, through various G-to-G cooperation and active
representation in ASEAN and APEC fora, will contin-

ue to intensify efforts to improve market access and
international market opportunities for MSMEs.
With regional free trade agreements in effect, there
are enablers in place too. Malaysian MSMEs must
take advantage of the bilateral and regional agreements and cooperation that can facilitate
cross-border trade, especially in ASEAN. Therefore
besides focusing on technology and digitalisation,
MSMEs must also ensure that they diversify import
sources, export destinations and explore non-traditional markets in order to expand their business
further.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Smart Networking and Networking for Growth
Networking and collaborating with others is part and
parcel of running a successful business. Networking with individuals and organisations provide
MSMEs with support, information, insight and even
opportunities for investment. Smart business
networking gives entrepreneurs the ability to collaborate with other experts to help them grow their
businesses or improve their professional lives. The
key to smart networking is creating value for others
and helping make them more successful. For a
start, I would like to encourage all entrepreneurs to
network and establish contact with my Ministry,
which is the Ministry of Entrepreneur Development
and Cooperatives, as well as our agencies.
I would also like to take the opportunity to share with
you today, a networking platform that can help you
expand your business abroad.
ASEAN Access Match
In June 2021, the ASEAN Coordinating Committee
on Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (ACCMSME)
of which I am currently Chair, launched “ASEAN
Access” which is a one-stop business information
portal for ASEAN Small and Medium Enterprises
(SMEs) with the tagline "Your Business Information
Gateway to ASEAN and Beyond”. This portal offers
information on trade regulations, market entry,
market overviews and service provider databank
among others, for MSMEs intending to internationalize their business.

One of the key features of this platform is ASEAN
Access Match, which is a business matching
platform that aims to boost trade within and
beyond the ASEAN region. I highly encourage
Malaysian entrepreneurs to take advantage of
the tools available within the ASEAN Access
platform such as webinars and online networking activities (which are free of charge) for
MSMEs in the respective ten ASEAN Member
States (AMS) who wish to expand their market
and trade beyond borders.
This platform connects enterprises across
ASEAN and beyond, creating opportunities for
our MSMEs to remain relevant in the global
supply chain by establishing business connections from MATCH services. Activities include
live market information events, 1-2-1 matchmaking meetings, and product and technologies
showcasing opportunities.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Closing
In closing, I believe it is important for MSMEs to
equip themselves with the knowledge, skills and
tools to help them recover quickly from effects
of the current pandemic and to build resilience
against other future forms of disruptions. As
such, aside from the various forms of support
provided by government, continuous learning,
technological innovation and digitalisation of
businesses as well as smart networking are key
to growing sustainable and future-proof MSMEs.
Once again I thank you for inviting me to participate in this programme, and with Bismillahirrahmanirrahim, I hereby officiate the SME Leaders
Programme 2022.
I wish you all fruitful deliberations and a
successful programme.
Wabillahi Tauﬁq Walhidayah
Wassalamualaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh.
Thank you.

CLOSING ADDRESS BY

YABHG TUN DR MAHATHIR MOHAMAD
Former Prime Minister of Malaysia
Honorary President, Perdana Leadership Foundation

ACHIEVING SUCCESS IN
BUSINESS AND LIFE

Of course, when I became Prime Minister, it is inevitable that interaction with the private and business
sectors became commonplace.
These sectors are crucial in ensuring the well-being
of the nation’s economy and it is my duty then, as the
leader of the nation, to ensure the business community thrives in a conducive environment.
This conducive environment is created through
sound and effective policies that encompasses all
aspect of national development.
It has to be noted that policies though compartmentalised by sectors do not function in silo as they are
intertwined and complement each other. By the
same token, the private and business sectors, in
pursuit of their economic objectives, must not be
detached from the society they seek to ﬂourish and
grow.

Firstly, I would like to thank the organiser of the PLF
SME LEADERS PROGRAMME for inviting me to
speak on the subject, “Achieving Success in
Business and Life”.
I am sorry that I cannot be with you today physically
as I’m travelling. I hope this recording makes up, at
least a bit, for my absence.
Nevertheless, I am happy to be able to share some
thoughts with you and I hope they will be useful.
Even though I’m not a businessman but rather a
full-time politician, I had some personal experience
dabbling in business in my younger days.
I had my own private practice as a medical doctor at
a time when it was quite rare for doctors to leave
government service. Although I regard that clinic as
community service rather than a proﬁt-oriented
enterprise, it still taught me a thing or two about
balancing the books and customer service.
In fact, prior to medical school, I also had the opportunity to take part in petty trading.
Little though they maybe, but the experience gave
me a taste of doing business.

Without doubt, the small and medium business
sector is a vital driving force. These are new companies that have the potential to grow beyond SME
size to become national and even multi-national
companies.
In Malaysia, the number of micro, small and medium
businesses are more than 1.2 million in 2021. This
has been increasing every year since 2016, a development that is both healthy and encouraging.
I wish to congratulate the business leaders and
entrepreneurs present in this auditorium today
because of their persistence as I am fully aware
starting and growing a business is not easy, especially in today’s volatile times.
While the measure of success for SMEs and the
business sectors are generally measured by the
bottom line, I believe there are other aspects,
including values and principles that gives meaning
to success apart from the proﬁt gained.
I may be accused of being old school but throughout
my life, there is no other satisfaction in achieving
something than through hard work.
I know nowadays, it is popularly promoted the narrative that one should not work hard but to work
smart. Indeed, why should one work for 10 hours if
the result can be achieved in half the time.

But such adage should be read alongside another
adage – “easy come easy go” meaning what you
achieve easily will also diminish easily.
Nothing beats hard work and the preparedness to
roll the sleeve and to understand every level of the
venture.

Despite nearing the centenary, I ﬁnd working
contributing to my long life and keeping the mind
active. I cannot imagine an idle life. Our brains are
like muscles; if we don’t use it, they will become
weak.

Only then can we pursue perfection or at least strive
towards that.

Many of the successful business people I met over
the years, Malaysians and foreigners alike, adopt the
same attitude towards work: they enjoy doing the
work.

I have repeatedly expressed how impressed I am
with the Japanese. It is not merely about their
business and technological acumen but more so,
their attitude and work ethics.

One of the things that I pushed for when I was the
Prime Minister the ﬁrst time around was to instil
conﬁdence among Malaysians that we are no less
than peoples from other nations.

After the second world war, their economy was in
shambles. In the book by Akio Morita, the founder of
Sony, he recounted that in the aftermath of the war,
the Japanese were willing to work for food when
businesses were not able to pay them cash.

The battle cry of Malaysia Boleh was intended to
encourage Malaysians to venture far beyond the
traditional borders.

Today, of course, the Japanese are well paid but it is
because they were willing to sacriﬁce and suffer
through hard work in the early stages.

From the late ‘80s onwards, Malaysian companies
expanded far beyond our national borders, to countries like the UK, South Africa, and the Middle East,
until today, it is no longer a rarity for a Malaysian ﬁrm
to be successful in foreign markets.

We are much more luckier in Malaysia today as we
are not trying to rebuild from the destruction of war.
The Government offers numerous support and
incentives and all that is required is to take up these
opportunities and put your heart and mind into it.

With the right mindset and value system, along with
hard work, there is nothing to stop the SMEs of
today from spreading their wings to other countries. I believe a few of the companies represented
here today have already achieved that.

In fact, with all the incentives, training, funding and
opportunities, it would be more difficult to fail than
to succeed.

What I have shared are just snapshots of what I
believe can contribute to the success of your
ventures. But each and everyone of you will have
your own unique experience that deﬁnes your
business and achievements.

Personally, I am happy to see that in this programme,
there are many businesses that started from very
humble beginnings but have grown over the years to
become established and solid enterprises. They
would not have grown without the hard work and
dedication of their founders and employees.
A key component to success be it in business or any
other sector is to enjoy work. If you dedicate
yourself to the job you undertake and take pleasure
in things you achieve, then work gives you pleasure.
Again, from my own experience, I have never
stopped working. In fact, I maintain the discipline of
coming to the office early and leave in the evening
because I enjoy working.

But some basic values remain the same and they will
continue to be the basis of your struggle in becoming successful.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Affin
Bank, Pernas and Ambank for sponsoring this
programme. And I hope that the PLF SME Leaders
Programme will inspire you further. I wish you every
success.
Thank You.

PROGRAMME
INTRODUCTION

Micro,small and medium businesses (MSMEs) in
Malaysia are vital to the economy, making up more
than 95% of businesses, contributing 38% to the
nation’s annual GDP, and employing more than 7
million Malaysians. Yet the sector is also the one
that struggles the most during tough times, as
highlighted during the recent lockdowns that saw
thousands of small businesses cease operations.
While external factors play a role, leadership often determines the
success and longevity of a business, especially small and medium
businesses founded on passion and vision, and led by solo entrepreneurs
or small teams operating on limited resources and budget. The quality of
leadership has a bigger impact in smaller organisations than in larger
companies with established structures and teams.
The PLF SME Leaders Programme 2022 highlights successful leadership
traits and practices among MSME leaders while at the same time
facilitating knowledge and idea-sharing for mutual enrichment. The
programme also features information sessions on the support and aid
available to the MSME sector. This event packs CEO Spotlights, Breakout
Sessions, and Info Briefs into a unique one-day in-person programme in
Putrajaya.
During this programme, you will be able to:
Learn from successful MSME leaders on speciﬁc aspects of
running a small business.
Exchange ideas and widen networking through breakout sessions
facilitated by past or present entrepreneurs.
Obtain information on assistance and ﬁnancing schemes
available for MSMEs in Malaysia.
Generate new ideas and gain fresh perspectives on their
business.

PLF SME LEADERS PROGRAMME 2022
25TH MAY 2022

PROGRAMME SCHEDULE
TIME
8.30am
8.45am

AGENDA

Coffee & Registration
Welcome Address by YBhg Tan Sri Azman Hashim, Chairman, Board of Trustees of Perdana
Leadership Foundation
Opening Address by YBhg. Dato’ Suriani binti Dato' Ahmad, Secretary General, Ministry of
Entrepreneur Development and Cooperatives, & Chair of ASEAN Coordinating Committee on Micro,
Small and Medium Enterprises (ACCMSME)
9.20am CEO Spotlight “Building a Successful Business for the Long-Term”
• Puan Saliza Abdullah, CEO, BG Capital Holdings Sdn Bhd
• Mr Aizat Rahim, MD, Dropee
• Ms See Wai Hun, Co-Founder & CEO, JurisTech
10.05am Parallel Breakout Sessions I, II, III
• Session I: "Traits of Successful Entrepreneurship" with Puan Saliza Abdullah, CEO, BG Capital
Holdings Sdn Bhd
• Session II: "Financing for Expansion" with Mr Chai Kien Poon, Country Head, Funding Societies Malaysia
• Session III: "Nurturing Talent & Innovation for Growth" with Puan Safura Atan, Managing Partner of
StratNaviGo Consulting PLT
10.45am Coffee Break
11.00am Special Dialogue Session with YBhg Tan Sri Azman Hashim, Chairman, Board of Trustees of Perdana
Leadership Foundation
12.15pm Lunch
1.45pm CEO Spotlight “Building Cash Reserves for Resilience” with Q&A
• Mr Wong Kah Meng, Co-founder and CEO, Funding Societies Malaysia
• Mr Mohamed Zakariya Othman, Head of Big Data Management and General Manager, TFX Islamic
2.30pm Talk: “Funding Options & Grants for MSMEs” by Mr Rizal Nainy, CEO, SME Corporation Malaysia
2.50pm Parallel Breakout Sessions I, II, III
• Session I: "Traits of Successful Entrepreneurship" with Mr Arthur Lai, Fellow, The Chartered
Institute of Marketing (UK)
• Session II: "Financing for Expansion" with Tuan Hj Hamdan Habibollah, Head of Stakeholders
Management, SME Bank, and Mr Mohamed Zakariya Othman, Head of Big Data
Management and General Manager, TFX Islamic
• Session III: Session III: "Nurturing Talent & Innovation for Growth" with Dr Hanaﬁah Yussof, Founder,
Group CEO, Robopreneur Sdn Bhd
3.30pm Coffee Break
3.45pm CEO Spotlight "Challenges in Innovation" with Q&A
• Mr Azlan Shah Alladin, Founder, Kelava
• Dr Hanaﬁah Yussof, Founder, Board of Director and Group CEO, Robopreneur Sdn Bhd
• Ms Melissa Sim, CEO, AdEasy
4.30pm Talk: “Digitalisation: How-To for MSMEs" by Mr Mohd Redzuan Affandi bin Abdul Rahim, Director,
Digital Adoption Department, Digital Economy Ecosystem Division, MDeC
4.50pm Closing Session with Video Message by YABhg Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad, Former Prime Minister
of Malaysia & Honorary President of Perdana Leadership Foundation
Tokens of Appreciation to Sponsors by YBhg Tan Sri Nik Mohamed Nik Yaacob, Executive Director,
Perdana Leadership Foundation
5.30pm Refreshments & End

SESSION
DESCRIPTIONS

CEO SPOTLIGHT

Ever wondered how other business leaders navigated their
businesses through turbulent times and are still standing
strong? The CEO Spotlight will host micro, small and
medium business leaders in conversations that will unearth
the lessons learned and pointers forward for inspiration and
practical take-aways.
CEO SPOTLIGHT #1

Building a Long-Lasting Successful Business
What does it take to navigate the perilous waters of small business ownership and
ensure the company remains intact through storms of recessions and other
troubles? Are ﬁve-year business plans really necessary when the environment
changes so rapidly? In this session, the focus is on long-term success and the
CEOs featured will share from their experience what it takes to build it.
CEO SPOTLIGHT #2

Building Cash Reserves for Resilience
When times get tough and cash ﬂow dries up, survival depends on how much
money a company has in the bank. Saving and budgeting are easier said than done,
however, especially if you are running a business operating on daily cash. What
can a business do to clad itself for future eventualities and build a respectable
cash reserve to tide it over the difficult times sure to come? This session features
two business leaders who know what it means to be “cash-strapped” and their
strategies on obtaining funding.
CEO SPOTLIGHT #3

Challenges in Innovation
Innovate or die, goes the saying, and never is that truer than for small businesses
in current times. Studies have conﬁrmed a positive relationship between
innovation and organisational competitiveness yet many SMEs in Malaysia
under-invest in innovation. Why is this so? What stands in the way of innovation
for small and medium-sized businesses and how best can a resource-limited
organisation innovate? In this session, CEOs from very different companies tell
their stories of innovation and the lessons learned.

SESSION
DESCRIPTIONS

BREAKOUT SESSIONS

It’s more than just talk. Peer discussions are a great way to
challenge assumptions, reﬁne decisions, and build
networks. When diverse minds get together, the result
can be new ideas and synergies. Led by entrepreneurs
and experienced trainers, the sessions enable
knowledge-sharing as well as healthy exchanges among
small biz leaders, and, who knows, they may even lead to
new collaborations.
BREAKOUT SESSION 1

Traits of Successful Entrepreneurs and Business Leaders
#notalist. So you think you know it all when it comes to what makes a business
entrepreneur successful. You may be surprised to ﬁnd out that your list may
not be universally shared. Whether you’re an experienced business leader or a
new entrepreneur, this session will have you reﬂect on what constitutes good
leadership and how they translate to business decisions and affect culture.
BREAKOUT SESSION 2

Financing for Expansion: Resources & Challenges
Where business is concerned, money is the lifeblood of enterprise. Your
business won’t be able to expand if its bank balance is anorexic. The general
understanding is that there seem to be slim pickings where ﬁnancing is
concerned for businesses, but is this really the case? This breakout session will
have you picking up leads on ﬁnancing options as well as how to increase your
chances of obtaining funding.
BREAKOUT SESSION 3

Nurturing Talent and Innovation for Growth
It’s not just money that seeds growth, businesses need people and R&D, too.
Talent management that results in higher retention of staff saves cost in the
long run, and even tiny enterprises need to innovate to stand out from the pack
and generate higher sales. How can resource-limited businesses implement
talent management and invest in R&D? Share your experience with other
business leaders in this session.

SESSION
DESCRIPTIONS

INFO BRIEF

Short and punchy info-packed talks to aid small biz
leaders by those in the know.
INFO BRIEF 1

Funding Options & Grants for MSMEs
Believe it or not, there are many business grants and loan schemes available to
small businesses in Malaysia. However, each comes with its own set of criteria
as well as application steps, and the procedural maze can be bewildering. This
talk will give a bird’s (or a drone’s, if you are so inclined) eyeview of the ﬁnancing
possibilities that can be tapped by small business owners as well as the
institutions that disburse them.
INFO BRIEF 2

Digitalisation: How-To for MSMEs
“Go digital” is the catchphrase ﬂung like confetti to small business owners
during the pandemic lockdowns but the question is where and how do you
start? This talk demystiﬁes the process and presents a simple starting point
for small businesses that will not stretch an already over-stretched budget.

PROFILES OF
SPEAKERS

YABhg TUN DR MAHATHIR MOHAMAD
Former Prime Minister of Malaysia & Honorary President of Perdana Leadership Foundation
A medical doctor by training, Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad, born in 1925 in Alor Setar, Kedah, became active in
politics soon after the country’s Independence in 1957. He was appointed Deputy Prime Minister in 1976, when Tun
Hussein Onn became Prime Minister.
After Tun Hussein Onn stepped down in 1981, Tun Dr Mahathir bin Mohamad became Malaysia’s fourth Prime
Minister. He served the country for 22 years, becoming Malaysia’s and South-East Asia’s longest-serving Prime
Minister. He led the country through a fast- paced modernisation drive that earned Malaysia international
recognition as an industrial powerhouse. Under his leadership, several mega infrastructure-projects took place,
notably the Kuala Lumpur City Centre (KLCC), PETRONAS Twin Towers, Kuala Lumpur International Airport (KLIA)
and Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC).
Tun Dr Mahathir opened Malaysia to foreign investments, reduced international trade barriers, privatised
government services, as well as established world-class physical infrastructure. During Tun Dr Mahathir’s tenure
as Prime Minister, Malaysia became one of the most prosperous and dynamic economies in Southeast Asia, with
a thriving industry, growing middle class, and increased quality of life. Malaysia also played a more active role in
the international arena, acting as a voice for developing countries in Asia and Africa. Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad is
also remembered for Vision 2020, a framework for making Malaysia a developed nation by the year 2020.
In 2016, Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad set up a new political party to challenge the National Front. In 2018, making a
stunning political comeback at the age of 93, the coalition he led, Pakatan Harapan, won the general elections and
he was elected as Malaysia’s 7th Prime Minister. He stepped down in 2020, but remains active in politics as the
Chairman of political party, Pejuang.
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YBHG TAN SRI AZMAN HASHIM
Tan Sri Azman Hashim was appointed Chairman of the Board of Trustees of Perdana Leadership Foundation in
2004, following the demise of Tun Tan Sri Azizan Zainal Abidin. Tan Sri Azman, Chairman Emeritus / Honorary
Adviser of the AmBank Group, has been in the banking industry since 1960 when he joined Bank Negara Malaysia.
He left Bank Negara to set up his own accounting ﬁrm in 1964 that became known as Azman Wong Salleh and Co
where he practised as a Chartered Accountant until 1971. He served on the board of Malayan Banking Berhad from
1966 to 1980 and was its Executive Director from 1971 until 1980. He was the Executive Chairman of Kwong Yik Bank
Berhad, a subsidiary of Malayan Banking Berhad, from 1980 until 1982 when he acquired AmInvestment Bank
Berhad. He acquired a listed company (Taiping Textiles) which morphed into Amcorp Properties and privatised it
in November 2021. He also has 2 other listed companies – RCE Capital Berhad and Amprop Global Limited, listed
in Singapore.
Tan Sri Azman is Chairman of the Asian Institute of Chartered Bankers, Asian Banking School Sdn Bhd, Financial
Industry Collective Outreach (FINCO), Malaysia South-South Corporation Berhad and Chairman Emeritus of
Paciﬁc Basin Economic Council (PBEC). He is also the Chairman of Universiti Teknologi Malaysia–Azman Hashim
International Business School (UTM-AHIBS) and one of the 5 Vice Presidents of Kuen Cheng High School.
He is the President of Malaysia South-South Association, Malaysia-Japan Economic Association, Malaysian
Prison FRIENDS Club and a Member of the East Asia Business Council. He is also the Leader of the ASEAN
Japanese Business Meeting (Malaysia Committee, Keizai Doyukai). He is the Pro-Chancellor of Open University of
Malaysia and Universiti Malaysia Sabah.
Tan Sri Azman is also involved in several charitable organisations as Chairman and Trustee of AmGroup
Foundation, and Trustee for Yayasan Azman Hashim, Malaysian Liver Foundation, Yayasan Tuanku Najihah and
Yayasan Canselor Open University Malaysia.
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PUAN SALIZA ABDULLAH

MR AIZAT RAHIM

CEO,
BG Capital Holdings Sdn Bhd

MD,
Dropee

Saliza Abdullah is the Managing Director of BG
Capital Holdings Group of Companies, a 100%
women-owned, integrated one-stop security and
safety solutions provider, advocating
sustainability and impact.

Aizat Rahim is one of the founders for Dropee.com,
a B2B eCommerce solution provider that helps
manufacturing, wholesale, and distribution
businesses to adopt the right technology. Dropee is
revolutionizing the way manufacturers, wholesalers
& retailers manage their procurement, inventory,
credit ﬁnancing, warehousing & innovation
solutions. They have been fortunate to be invested
by top Government funds such as MAVCAP &
Cradle. We are also invested by Y-Combinator,
largest early-stage investor in the world.

With more than 20 years’ experience as an
entrepreneur, Saliza has transformed the family
business from a single company into a group of
companies with nearly 500 employees,
celebrating their 30th anniversary on 22 January
2022. Saliza is also the Founder of BGCH For The
Community and author of an entrepreneurship
book “Growing A Sustainable Family Business. Our
First 30 Years. Values & Strategies for
Entrepreneurs & SMEs.”

Prior to Dropee, he was one of the founding
partners for Job4Locum, a medical job portal
company that was acquired by MIMS and founding
partner of Inﬁnite Ventures, a venture building
company that was acquired by Kern (US) Technology.
With experiences covering across supply-chain,
SME & Tech investment, Aizat is a strong advocate
of entrepreneurship by investing in a few tech
companies as an Angel Investor.
Mr Aizat Rahim was regretfully unable to
attend due to a quarantine order.
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MS SEE WAI HUN

MR WONG KAH MENG

Co-Founder & CEO,
JurisTech

Co-founder and CEO,
Funding Societies Malaysia

Ms See Wai Hun is the co-founder and CEO of
JurisTech, a leading Malaysian-based ﬁntech
company, specialising in enterprise-class
software solutions for banks, ﬁnancial
institutions, and telecommunications companies
in Malaysia, Southeast Asia, and beyond. Holding a
degree in Business Computing from the University
of Winnipeg with Gold Medal honours, Wai Hun
started her career with Ernst & Young (EY),
consulting and implementing enterprise systems.

Kah Meng founded and leads Funding Societies in
Malaysia, being the ﬁrst and leading SME digital
ﬁnancing platform in the country since its
inception in 2017.

Wai Hun is a strong advocate for culture building
and is very invested in her employees' personal
growth and career development. She was named
Malaysia's EY Woman Entrepreneur Of The Year
2019 and recently, SME Icon for 2021 MSPC
(Malaysian Service Providers Confederation). She
was also awarded an Outstanding Achievement
award in the Female Entrepreneur of the Year
category at the annual Star Outstanding Business
Awards (SOBA).

Prior to Funding Societies, Kah Meng was a
management consultant with global consulting
ﬁrm Oliver Wyman, specializing in strategy
development and risk management within the
Financial Services industry, with experience
across Southeast Asia and the Middle East.
Kah Meng is a CFA charter holder and holds a
double degree in Finance and Actuarial Studies
from The Australian National University.
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MR ZAKARIYA OTHMAN

MS MELISSA SIM

Head of Big Data Management
and General Manager,
TFX Islamic

CEO,
AdEasy

Mohamed Zakariya Othman specialises in
facilitating the ﬁnancial literacy for
Professionals as well as Entrepreneurs and the
SME Executives who are of the non-ﬁnancial
background. He strongly believes that
ﬁnancially literate professionals, business
owners or entrepreneurs, are more likely to be
fully in control of their divisions or business.
Gaining an understanding of what balance
sheets and proﬁt & loss statements mean
provides a clear view of the ﬁnancial state of
the business and subsequently facilitates
smarter business decisions.
He is currently the General Manager and Head
of Big Data Management at TFX Islamic, a
ﬁntech company that provides the supply
chain ﬁnancing platform for the Small- and
Medium-Sized Entreprises (SMEs). Apart from
providing credit assessments on companies
seeking funding on the platform, he is also
leading the data analytic team to conduct the
full range of data analyses to provide clients
with comprehensive and analytical insights
from the huge database.

The Underdog’s Advocate
Melissa is a seasoned media specialist and CEO
at AdEasy. This industry veteran started her
career at UPD Outdoor, and move on to Media
Prima Radio Network, before joining Trapper
Media, the largest local media agency.
Melissa graduated from IACT, an industry college
that sparked a passion for advertising and how it
can drive brands and businesses forward.
Coupled with a strong entrepreneurial spirit,
Melissa left her media career of almost 10 years
to start her own marketing communications
agency, Bloc 48 in 2012. Being a small business
owner gave her a fresh perspective on the need
to empower new businesses with tools to build
their brands and market themselves via
advertising. That was how the idea of AdEasy
ﬁrst came about.
The concept of AdEasy was pitched and selected
as one of the top 13 ﬁnalists at the inaugural
Alliance Bank SME Innovation Challenge in 2013.
AdEasy officially came to fruition in May 2017.
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MR AZLAN SHAH ALLADIN

DR HANAFIAH YUSSOF

Founder,
Kelava Ice Cream

Founder and Group CEO,
Robopreneur Sdn Bhd

Having had a decade of professional
experience with Ernst & Young, Boustead
Holdings and Neptune Orient Lines, Azlan
founded Kelava in 2017 at home. His idea was
to develop and introduce an ice cream product
that is 100% plant-based to Malaysians, using a
key ingredient that is close to their hearts:
coconut milk. In 2021, Kelava was acquired by
Berjaya Food.

Dr. Hanaﬁah Yussof is the Founder and Group
CEO of Robopreneur Sdn Bhd, a pioneer and
market leader in service robotics technology
and solutions in Malaysia. Robopreneur has
been involved in modernizing businesses and
accelerating digital lifestyles in the country.
With more than 20 years of experience in
robotics research and development, Dr
Hanaﬁah is a prominent ﬁgure for the adoption
of robotics technology in businesses. Dr.
Hanaﬁah have won several academic and
business awards including the Ernst & Young
Entrepreneur of The Year Award 2021 (top
nominee in Technology Category). Dr Hanaﬁah
started the business in 2015 as a Universiti
Teknologi MARA (UiTM) start-up company to
commercialize his patented research on a
Robotics Rehabilitation System for autistic
children. In 2018, Robopreneur developed the
ﬁrst humanoid robot in Malaysia named ADAM.
Upon its success, Dr Hanaﬁah expanded
Robopreneur’s R&D capabilities to offer
robotics, automation and artiﬁcial intelligence
(AI) products and solutions for the digital
transformation of commercial businesses and
social enterprises.

A member of CPA Australia and a PADI
Advanced Open Water Diver, Azlan enjoys the
outdoors, reading and ﬁtness.
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MR RIZAL NAINY
CEO,
SME Corporation Malaysia
Rizal is currently the Chief Executive Officer for
SME Corporation Malaysia, a Government Agency
that is mandated to spearhead the development
of small and medium enterprises, implement and
monitor strategic SME programmes, coordinate
SME programmes for Ministries and Agencies as
well as being the Secretariat to National
Entrepreneurship & SME Development Council
(NESDC) chaired by the Prime Minister of Malaysia.
One of his primary responsibilities is to plan,
implement, monitor and value-add strategic SME
development programmes aligning with the 12th
Malaysian Plan, National Entrepreneurship Policy
2030 and Shared Prosperity Vision 2030, which
will ultimately increase Malaysia's GDP, exports
and job creation.
Rizal has vast experience in business development,
entrepreneurship, business advisory, economics
and policy, international cooperation,
coordination of SME programmes, 4th Industry
Revolution, SME digitalisation and e-Commerce.

MR MOHD REDZUAN AFFANDI BIN
ABDUL RAHIM
Director,
Digital Adoption Department,
Digital Economy Ecosystem Division, MDeC
Mohd Redzuan Affandi Abdul Rahim (Redzuan) is
the Director of Digital Adoption Department with
the Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation
(MDEC). His key responsibility is to promote and
facilitate adoption of digital technologies and
digital solutions to beneﬁt businesses and
society. The task requires him to oversee the
development and adoption of Sharing Economy
models in Malaysia, addressing key enablers such
as policies, standards and regulation, and
facilitating eCommerce adoption which includes
exporting of Malaysian products and services to
strategic market. On Society Adoption, he
oversee the ‘gig and freelance workforce’
development programme, and also programme to
nurture local ‘digital entrepreneurs’.
He is involved in a few coordination committees
on SME digitalisation and is currently the Vice
Chairman for the Technical Committee (TC/C/9)
on Sharing Economy in Malaysia. He also represents
Malaysia at global level and is a member of the
ISO/TC 324 Committee on Sharing Economy.
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MR ARTHUR LAI

MR CHAI KIEN POON

Fellow,
The Chartered Institute of Marketing (UK)

Country Head,
Funding Societies Malaysia

Arthur Lai is a Fellow of The Chartered Institute
of Marketing (UK) and is the former Chairman of
the Malaysia entity. With over 40 years of Sales &
Marketing to C-Suite level experiences in the Asia
Paciﬁc region working with multinational giants,
he now shares his forte in Marketing and business
& leadership experience to guide and coach
businesses in Malaysia.

Kien Poon, or KP, drives strategic business
partnerships and initiatives in Funding Societies
Malaysia, and manages day-to-day operations.

Arthur believes that his mission today is to be a
‘mind-surgeon’, a ‘behavior specialist’ and a
crusader to help bring out the genius-leader in
every person who wants to achieve better
performances and faster & smarter in their
personal and business goals. A simple credo he
lives by – “Being N.I.C.E. to enhance on one’s
persona, is to adopt a delightful approach in
everything we do and making everyone happy
whilst doing it”. He was trained in; Post Grad.
Diploma in Marketing (CIM UK), Post-Graduate
Diploma in General Management (Berne), and
Masters in International Marketing (UNC UK),
among other professional certiﬁcation relevant
to his expertise.

KP is CFA charter holder and holds a degree in
Economics from The London School of
Economics and Political Science.

Prior to Funding Societies, KP was a Senior
Manager with Securities Commission Malaysia,
focusing on capital market development and
regulation across various verticals.
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TUAN HAJI HAMDAN HABIBOLLAH

PUAN SAFURA ATAN

Head of Stakeholders Management,
SME Bank

Managing Partner,
StratNaviGo Consulting PLT

Mr. Hamdan Mohd Habibollah hold a Bachelor in
Business Administration (BBA) from the
International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM) in
year 1996.

Safura Atan is the Managing Partner of
StratNaviGo Consulting PLT which focuses on
Innovation and Entrepreneurialism. Our tag line is
“Towards Actionable Strategies”.

He has been in the banking industry since 1996.
He spent almost 10 years in Bank Pembangunan
(BPMB) prior to the rationalization exercise
between BPMB and Bank Industri & Teknologi
which witnessed the establishment of SME Bank
in 2006.

She was the former Head of the Centre for
Entrepreneur Development and Research
(CEDAR) of SME Bank Berhad. She is currently
the only certiﬁed FORTH Innovation Methodology
Facilitator in Malaysia. FORTH is a proven end to
end innovation and change management system
from Netherlands. Safura has Certiﬁcation in
Professional Training and Facilitation from
UMCEED.

Since 2006, he has been assigned to lead various
departments in SME Bank which include Credit
Department, System & Method, Corporate
Strategy, Entrepreneur Banking and
Entrepreneur Development & Intervention. He is
currently heading the Stakeholder Management
function, mainly responsible to spearhead the
structured engagement with various
stakeholders especially the government and its
agencies, GLCs, private and non-governments
organizations (NGOs). At the same time, he is
in-charge of reporting to various parties
especially fund owners including BNM & MOF.

With more than 20 years in entrepreneur
development ecosystem, she began her career as
a Corporate Advisory & Monitoring Executive in
Perbadanan Usahawanan Nasional Berhad. Prior
to joining SME Bank she was with Unit Peneraju
Agenda Bumiputera (TERAJU) and then Institut
Keusahawanan Negara (INSKEN) where she
developed and managed entrepreneurship
learning and development programmes, while at
the same time developed the new entrepreneurship
roadmap for INSKEN.
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PERBADANAN NASIONAL BERHAD
(PERNAS)
Perbadanan Nasional Berhad (Pernas) is a company
owned by the Minister of Finance Incorporated (MOF
Inc.) with a mandate to develop Malaysia’s franchise
industry and entrepreneurship.
As Malaysia’s franchise champion, Pernas plays a role in spearheading
the growth of the country’s franchise industry to fulﬁl its goal of
producing more franchise entrepreneurs in the business world. One of
the main objectives of Pernas is to develop local products and market
them abroad.
We aim to empower the growth of franchise businesses and
entrepreneurs by connecting them to speciﬁc skills and opportunities.
Armed with a strong, strategic partnership network as well as support
tools that include ﬁnancing, investment, training and mentoring, we
provide entrepreneurs with the crucial guidance they that they will
require to successfully run and grow a franchise business.
Based in Menara Pernas, Bangsar South City, Pernas also has ﬁve
corridor offices which are East Coast Corridor Office, Northern Corridor
Office, Southern Corridor Office, Sabah Corridor Office and Sarawak
Corridor Office that are ready to carry out their duty in producing more
franchisors and franchisees.
Get to know the advantages of franchising and explore the potential of
franchise business offered by Pernas. Start with #caripernas by
browsing www.pernas.my website.
www.pernas.my
pernasofficial
pernasofficial
YouTube: Perbadanan Nasional Berhad
03-2082 7788

ABOUT PERDANA
LEADERSHIP FOUNDATION
www.perdana.org.my

Perdana Leadership Foundation was
established in 2003 with the aim of
preserving, researching, and disseminating
materials on, and by, Malaysia's past Prime
Ministers. Premised on the belief that past
leadership can yield valuable insights for
present and future development, the
Foundation’s objective is to increase
awareness and appreciation of Malaysia’s
history and leadership legacy.
The Foundation’s physical home in Precinct 8,
Putrajaya, was completed in October 2003.
The stately building now houses the Perdana
Library, an auditorium as well as a
multi-purpose hall in addition to the office of
the Foundation’s Honorary President who is
the country’s fourth and seventh Prime
Minister, YABhg Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad.
The Foundation operates a physical and
electronic library, the Perdana Library, which
provides access to information on Malaysia’s
past prime ministers. The library collects,
organises, and preserves materials by and
about Malaysia’s national leaders and events
connected to them, with particular emphasis
on the policies, strategies and initiatives they
adopted. The Library contains almost 12,000

physical titles and more than 150,000 digital
documents, comprising speeches, policy
papers, and articles.
The Foundation’s objectives are:
To research, document, disseminate
and publicise the intellectual legacies of
Malaysia’s past Prime Ministers.
To create awareness of the
development process of the nation and
draw lessons from the nation's history
to enhance future development
To illuminate the contributions of
Malaysia’s past Prime Ministers in the
social, economic, and political
development of the nation.
To be a resource centre of policies,
strategies, and initiatives that were
adopted under Malaysia’s various Prime
Ministers which may be used and
adapted as models for the development
of other nations.
The Foundation also has a broader objective
which is to promote global understanding by
providing a channel for scholars and thinkers
to undertake research and idea-sharing for
lasting, peaceful resolutions.
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BECOME
OUR
MEMBER
Membership to the Perdana Library is free and
members gain the following beneﬁts: use of our
Library facilities, including Wi-Fi, during opening
hours; E-mail requests for specialised searches;
early invitations and discounts to selected public
events. Visit www.perdana.org.my or scan the QR
code to become a member.

UPCOMING
EVENTS
Perdana Discourse Series 22
Date: Jul / Aug 2022
Venue: Perdana Leadership Foundation
PLF CEO Forum 2022
Date: Oct / Nov 2022
Library of Congress Subject Heading Workshop
Date: October 2022
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